
  

  

1 Question 

artist life How did DaVinci write his notes? 

dates What year did DaVinci die? 

definitions Name one kind of print. 

painting Name this painting. 

style 
Degas made over 1,500 pieces of art about 
what subject? 

wildcard Who is the greatest curator of all time? 

2 Question 

artist life How did Rembrandt make most of his money? 

dates What year did Picasso paint the Guernica? 

definitions What does 'naïve painting' mean? 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style What did Henri Rousseau paint most often? 

wildcard How long did it take to paint the Sistine ceiling? 

3 Question 

artist life 
How old was Toulouse Lautrec the first time he 
broke a leg? 

dates What year did Mary Cassatt die? 

definitions What is the tool an artist puts his/her Paper on? 

painting Who painted "A Cup of Tea"? 

style What did Mary Cassatt paint most often? 

wildcard How long did Monet live? 

4 Question 

artist life 
Who arranged for a tree's spring leaves to be 
removed so he could finish a winter painting? 

dates What year did Matisse create "The Snail" 

definitions 
Name the classification for when an artist attempts 
to make the paint look as real as possible. 

painting Name this painting. 

style What did Matisse use as subjects most often? 

wildcard Name an artist who lived a happy life 



1 Answer 

artist life mirror writing 

dates 1519 

definitions etchings; lithographs; or woodcuts 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style ballet dancers 

wildcard Mrs. Bergreen 

3 Answer 

artist life 13 years old 

dates 1926 

definitions easel 

painting Mary Cassatt 

style 
mothers; children; babies  
(any is acceptable answer) 

wildcard 86 years 

  

  

2 Answer 

artist life painting portraits 

dates 1937 

definitions primitive 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style jungles 

wildcard 4 years 

4 Answer 

artist life Monet 

dates 1953 

definitions Imitationalism 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style 
women, interiors, still life  
(any one is acceptable) 

wildcard Cassatt, Monet, Homer, Picasso 



  

  

5 Question 

artist life What country did Paul Klee visit in 1901? 

dates What year was van Gogh born? 

definitions 
What is a picture made by taking an impression 
from something else? 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style What did Monet paint most often? 

wildcard Name an artist who was often in debt? 

6 Question 

artist life What did Paul Klee paint during World War I? 

dates What year did Monet die? 

definitions 
What is the tool that an artist mixes his or her 
colors? 

painting Who painted the "Prima Ballerina"? 

style What did Rembrandt paint most often? 

wildcard What style would a picture that has bright 

7 Question 

artist life 
What painting by Seurat did he paint the frame 
also? 

dates 
What year did Michelangelo finish the Sistine 
Chapel's ceiling? 

definitions 

Name the technique where paper, fabric, or 
other materials are glued onto the picture 
surface. 

painting Name this painting. 

style What did Renoir paint most often? 

wildcard Name the artist who avoiding using black paint? 

8 Question 

artist life Who is Monet's impressionist friend? 

dates What year did Picasso die?  

definitions 

What is art that has no recognizable subject 
matter, but is an arrangement of shapes and 
colors? 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style What did Degas paint most often? 

wildcard Name the three primary colors. 



  

  

5 Answer 

artist life Italy 

dates 1853 

definitions print 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style landscapes 

wildcard van Gogh; Monet (in his early life) 

8 Answer 

artist life Renoir 

dates 1973 

definitions abstract 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style 
Ballerinas; People doing ordinary things 
(either is acceptable answer) 

wildcard red, yellow, blue 

7 Answer 

artist life "The Circus" 

dates 1512 

definitions collage 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style people dressed up fancy 

wildcard Seurat 

6 Answer 

artist life Camouflage on airplanes 

dates 1926 

definitions palette 

painting Degas 

style portrait 

wildcard Impressionism 



  

  

9 Question 

artist life What paintings are Monet best known for? 

dates What year did Rembrandt die? 

definitions 
What are pictures made of tiny pieces of 
colored glass or stone? 

painting Who painted "Snap the Whip"? 

style What did Seurat paint most often? 

wildcard How did van Gogh commit suicide? 

10 Question 

artist life What country was Toulouse Lautrec born in? 

dates 
What year did Michelangelo start the statue 
"David"? 

definitions What is the tool that an artist paints with? 

painting Name this painting. 

style What did Toulouse Lautrec paint most often? 

wildcard What are fast-drying, egg-based paints? 

11 Question 

artist life 
What type of plants did Rousseau use as 
'models' for his jungle paintings? 

dates What year did Renoir die?  

definitions 
Name the classification for when an artist's 
painting shows feeling. 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style What did van Gogh paint most often? 

wildcard What are murals? 

12 Question 

artist life What was Renoir's early art training? 

dates What year did DaVinci paint the "Mona Lisa"?  

definitions 
What is the first layer of paint applied to a 
painting? 

painting Who painted "Poppies"? 

style What did Winslow Homer paint most often? 

wildcard What year did Monet paint "Water Lilies"? 



  

  

9 Answer 

artist life water lilies 

dates 1669 

definitions mosaic 

painting Winslow Homer 

style happy events 

wildcard he shot himself 

10 Answer 

artist life France 

dates 1501 

definitions paint brush 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style posters of his favorite places 

wildcard tempera 

11 Answer 

artist life ornamental house plants 

dates 1919 

definitions emotionalism 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style outside 

wildcard wall paintings 

12 Answer 

artist life porcelain painting 

dates 1503 

definitions under painting 

painting Monet 

style seaside paintings 

wildcard 1914 



  

  

14 Question 

artist life 
How did Matisse's style differ from other 
Expressionist artists? 

dates What year was Michelangelo born? 

definitions 

Name the technique where artists use exaggerated 
shapes and colors to convey feelings and ideas, 
rather than showing how things really look. 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style What is the style of the painting "The Scream"? 

wildcard 
What artist was a child prodigy and encouraged to 
paint by his father? 

15 Question 

artist life Where did Georges Seurat live? 

dates What year did Toulouse Lautrec die?  

definitions 
What is the word for a kind of print made by 
cutting a picture in wood? 

painting Who painted "Tiger in a Tropical Storm"? 

style What style did Degas do art in? 

wildcard What did Ancient Greeks put on their pottery? 

13 Question 

artist life Where did Rembrandt live? 

dates What year did Rousseau die?  

definitions 
What is it called when a artist paints a 
picture of outside? 

painting Name this painting. 

style 
What famous renaissance artist used 
sculpture? 

wildcard What are soft, colored crayons? 

16 Question 

artist life 
What was one of Toulouse Lautrec's favorite 
places? 

dates What year did van Gogh die?  

definitions 
What is it called when a artist paints a picture of 
someone? 

painting Name this painting. 

style What style did Gauguin do art in? 

wildcard What did Monet draw before he started painting? 



  

  

14 Answer 

artist life Matisse like to create happy things 

dates 1475 

definitions expressionism 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style expressionism 

wildcard Picasso 

15 Answer 

artist life France 

dates 1901 

definitions woodcut 

painting Henri Rousseau 

style impressionism 

wildcard stories 

13 Answer 

artist life Holland 

dates 1910 

definitions landscapes 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style Michelangelo 

wildcard pastels 

16 Answer 

artist life Moulin Rouge 

dates 1890 

definitions portrait 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style surrealism 

wildcard caricature 



  

  

17 Question 

artist life Where did Monet live? 

dates What year did Winslow Homer die?  

definitions What is it called when a artwork is a fake? 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style What style did Henri Rousseau do art in? 

wildcard What is a 3-D work of art? 

18 Question 

artist life Who created the style of "pointillism" 

dates What year was DaVinci born? 

definitions 
Name the classification for when the main 
purpose is to create an interesting design. 

painting Who painted "The Night Watch"? 

style What style did Mary Cassatt do art in? 

wildcard 
Name one of two artists who inspired 
Expressionism. 

19 Question 

artist life Who cut off his ear lobe? 

dates What year did Degas die?  

definitions 
What is the name for colors next to each other 
on the color wheel? 

painting Name this painting. 

style What style did Matisse do art in? 

wildcard 
What is it called when an artist applies paint to 
wet plaster? 

20 Question 

artist life Who is Mary Cassatt's impressionist friend? 

dates 
What year did van Gogh paint "Bedroom at 
Arles"?  

definitions 
What is the name for colors opposite each 
other on the color wheel? 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style What style did Monet do art in? 

wildcard What painter was also a 'toll collector' 



  

  

20 Answer 

artist life Edger Degas 

dates 1889 

definitions complementary 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style impressionism 

wildcard Rousseau 

19 Answer 

artist life van Gogh 

dates 1917 

definitions analogous 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style collages 

wildcard fresco 

18 Answer 

artist life Seurat 

dates 1453 

definitions formalism 

painting Rembrandt 

style impressionism 

wildcard Munch or van Gogh 

17 Answer 

artist life France 

dates 1910 

definitions fraud 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style impressionism 

wildcard sculpture 



  

  

21 Question 

artist life 
Where did Gauguin live after his argument with 
van Gogh? 

dates What year was Henri Rousseau born? 

definitions 
What is the style when an artist paints from a 
dream or imagination? 

painting Who painted the "Bedroom at Arles"? 

style What style did Rembrandt do art in? 

wildcard 
What painting did Paul Klee say we are all like 
(because we are unfinished)? 

22 Question 

artist life Who studied with Monet? 

dates What year was Degas born? 

definitions What is the tool an artist needs to paint? 

painting Name this painting. 

style What style did Renoir do art in? 

wildcard 
What type of materials did Georges Seurat 
use in "Bathers At Asnieres"? 

23 Question 

artist life What year Mary Cassatt was born? 

definitions 
Name the first major avant-garde art 
movement formed in the 1860s? 

dates What year was Monet born? 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style What style did Toulouse Lautrec do art in? 

wildcard What was Dali's style of art? 

24 Question 

artist life Who was a naïve (self taught) painter? 

dates What year was Picasso born? 

definitions 

Name the technique where painters use tiny 
dots of pure, unmixed colors instead of 
blending color on a palette? 

painting Who painted the "Mona Lisa"? 

style What style did van Gogh do art in? 

wildcard What style is "Dancers in Blue"? 



  

  

21 Answer 

artist life Tahiti 

dates 1844 

definitions surrealism 

painting van Gogh 

style portrait 

wildcard Seneco 

22 Answer 

artist life Renoir 

dates 1834 

definitions paint 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style impressionism 

wildcard oil on canvas 

23 Answer 

artist life 1844 

definitions impressionism 

dates 1840 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style posters 

wildcard surrealism 

24 Answer 

artist life Rousseau 

dates 1881 

definitions pointillism 

painting DaVinci 

style expressionism or impressionism 

wildcard Impressionist 



  

  

25 Question 

artist life 
Who was planning to be a lawyer until he got sick 
and received a box of paints? 

dates What year was Rembrandt born? 

definitions 
What is the type of paint that you need water to 
make it so you can paint with it? 

painting Name this painting. 

style 
What style distorts space and breaks things up 
into angular shapes? 

wildcard Name the three secondary colors. 

26 Question 

artist life 
Where did Rousseau go to see the animals 
for his paintings? 

dates 
What year did Michelangelo start the Sistine 
Chapel's ceiling? 

definitions 
What makes it so it looks like you can walk 
in the picture? 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style What style is "A Cup of Tea"? 

wildcard 
Who often painted so quickly that he often 
used paint directly out of the tube? 

27 Question 

artist life 
Who was a friend of van Gogh that later left 
him? 

dates What year was Renoir born? 

definitions 

Name the style of painting that is mainly of 
objects that can't move (such as flowers or 
food)? 

painting Who painted the "Dance in the Town"? 

style What was DaVinci's style of painting? 

wildcard 
What year did Michelangelo finish the statue 
"David"? 

28 Question 

artist life 
Why did Degas begin to make more 
sculptures? 

dates What year was Toulouse Lautrec born? 

definitions 
What refers to the way a surface feels or 
looks like it feels? 

painting Name this painting. 

style What was Michelangelo's style painting? 

wildcard Who painted "Guerinca"? 



  

  

25 Answer 

artist life Matisse 

dates 1606 

definitions watercolors 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style Cubism 

wildcard purple, green, orange 

26 Answer 

artist life zoo 

dates 1508 

definitions perspective 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style impressionist 

wildcard van Gogh 

27 Answer 

artist life Gauguin 

dates 1841 

definitions still life 

painting Renoir 

style renaissance 

wildcard 1504 

28 Answer 

artist life his eyesight was failing 

dates 1864 

definitions texture 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style renaissance 

wildcard Picasso 



  

  

29 Question 

artist life What country was Paul Klee born in? 

dates What year was Winslow Homer born? 

definitions 
When an artist is hired to create a piece of art, 
what is this called? 

painting Who is the artist of this artwork? 

style 
Who is the pointillism artist that painted LARGE 
paintings that often took years to complete? 

wildcard 
Who thought art should be comforting like "a 
good arm chair" 

30 Question 

artist life Why was Toulouse Lautrec so short? 

dates What year did Michelangelo die? 

definitions Where can you go to see art of lots of art? 

painting Who painted the "School of Ballet"? 

style What was Paul Klee's style of art? 

wildcard Who were the first impressionists? 



  

  

29 Answer 

artist life Switzerland 

dates 1863 

definitions commission 

painting (look on back of art for answer) 

style Seurat 

wildcard Matisse 

30 Answer 

artist life 
He broke his legs and they 
stopped growing. 

dates 1564 

definitions museum 

painting Degas 

style abstract expressionism 

wildcard Monet, Renoir 


